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KEITH M. MILES '68, flanked by Vice President Daniel L.
Goldberg '68, (left) and former President David J. Gerber '67,
(right) will lead 1967-68 College Senate.

Senate Selects Miles '-.
by John Osier
The culmination of a heated campaign for student government leadership was reached Sunday evening
when Keith M. Miles '68, was
elected to succeed David J. Gerber '67, as President of the Col- ••
lege Senate. Other officers elected j
to lead the 1967-68 Senate were j
Daniel L. Goldberg'68, vice-pres- j
ident; Lloyd J. Kramer '69, executive-at-large;
Michael D.
Cleary, communications secretary; and William C. Lawrence
'70, recording secretary.
Miles advocated a new scheme
of equal representation for the
various classes as part of his
platform address, while challenging the newly elected members of
the Senate to minimize their concern withparllarrientaryprocedure
and to attempt meaningful solutions to problems of the College.
•• "Vh\,defeating presidential candidates Stuart M. Bluestone and E.
David Chanin '68, Miles offered
strong endorsement of the recently established Independent's Council. He justified his proposed bud-
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Junior Advisors were Incorporated Into the screening process
this year, affirmed Dean of Students Roy Heath.
Following the announcement of
JA's.from 4toe present sophomore
class, Heath noted that the inclusion of sophomore opinion In infor. mation statistics as well as on the
selection committee itself allowed
for greater scrutiny of candidates.
Three sophomores from a roster
of ten suggested by their classmates were appointed to the selection committee. The sophomore
class was subsequently polled on
its preference rating of 165 candidates; the Dean admonished them
to rate positively, negatively, or
tentatively only those candidates
Whom they knew well.
Heath said the sophomore voting
indicated to committee members
.how classmates may have changed
since their freshman year. This
a
spect provided the most up-todate evaluations of candidates.
Particularly -for upperclassman;
ai
>d it eliminated judgments based.
Perhaps erroneously, on obsolete
impressions.
He further specified that as a
result of a critical review of the
Performances of present JA's, the
committee abandoned the convention of appointing an arbitrary
number
of individuals. To insure
tn
at quality was not compromised
(Continued on Page 5)

getary allotment of $2, 000 to that
organization by noting the urgency
of the independent's problem which
would be confirmed by the forthcoming Senate Social Evaluation.
All three candidates emplasized
the need to take a more active
role and firmer stand on behalf
of students. Concerning the central
point of relationships among students, faculty administration, and
(Continued on Page 4)

Senator Percy Accepts
Commencement Date
One of the leading 1968 P r e s i dential hopefuls. Republican Senator Charles .Percy of Illinois
will be the speaker at this y e a r ' s
June 4 Commencement, the HART-;
FORD COURANT announced this
week. In spite of plans to maintain secrecy about the identity of
the speaker until later in the year,
the College Relations office was
forced to confirm Percy's visit
which was discovered by COURANT reporter Jack zaiman.
The visit Is reported to be the
result of a personal invitation
from President Jacobs who served as chairman of a task force
on Percy's Republican oriented
Program for P r o g r e s s Committee
in 1959.'
Percy, a self-described political
activist, has been for the last
few years one , of the strongest
moderate liberal Influences In the
Republican party. After an unsuccessful 1964 attempt at the Illinois governorship Percy captured
the Senate seat from Democrat
Paul Douglas by .a 400,000 vote
margin in the last election.

Birnbaum Cites Entrance
Into Systematized Epoch
"We are entering a new epoch
of Industrial society. High levels
of industrial production create
problems of degree, not of kind,
in society," asserted Dr. Norman
Birnbaum, the College's Lecturerih-Resldence. Initiating his "Theory of Industrial Society" topic,
presented at Goodwin Theatre on
three consecutive nights, he approached the theory from three
perspectives: "Class, Power and
Culture."
- .
At his Monday evening lectures,
Birnbaum discussed the modern
nations of class relations in industrial society which began in
the 19th century with 'St. Simon,
and Karl Marx. "St. Simon argued
that a Utopia could be reached
by collaboration between social
classes. Marx saw only conflict
between classes. Antagonism versus collaboration has marked our
thoughts about class relations," he
noted.
Birnbaum then outlined' the de-.
velopment of 19th century industrial society in Britain, France,
Germany and America.
"In Britain, the struggle was
between middle class and working
class, as well as aristocracy and
middle class."
"France had an industrial revolution superimposed upon the
French revolution;" he stated.
"The bourgeoisie overthrew the
aristocracy well before "the Industrial revolution: as a result,
the bourgoisie put its efforts in
politics and industry.
Germany had "a middle class
of sorts, a 'state middle class,'
looking up to aristocratic political leaders."
In America, Birnbaum saw a
purely capitalistic society. "If the
state interfered at all. It was to
assist entrepreneurs. The fragmented working class was defenseless against a powerful middle
class; marked antagonism results
ed," he resolved.
Concluding Ms first lecture on
"Class," Birnbaum dealt with state
socialists systems. "It is absurd
to say they are classless. There

is an elite that controls property
although it does not own property.
Power of private property is wiped
out," he stated. "Social stratification does exist within a state
socialist system and class deviations are similar to capitalist,
free enterprise systems.
In his second lecture, Birnbaum
told of an "Epoch of New-Capitalism." Its rise, he said, would
bring about the creation of new
economic managers who would
have control in both the economic
and political worlds at the expense of a more Informed public
(Continued on Page 5)

Percy first received national
attention in a 1959 TIME Magazine article describing him as a
" wonder boy" and one of the "new
breed of socially conscious U.S.
executives." He made his mark in
the business world in 1949 when,
at age 29, he became president
of Bell and Howell. During his
term In office he watched the company's total sales volume grow
from sixteen to 120 million dol-

lars.
"
As a student at
of Chicago, Percy
(Continued-on

"
the University
became known
Page 5)

'Annual Report Links
Education lo Dissent
In tones of admonition unusual
in his annual President's Report
to the Trustees. Dr. Albert C.
Jacobs ascribed a significant part
of the cause of student unrest
throughout the country to "an educational system that is becoming less and less human, and
which places undue emphasis on
intellectual values at the expense
of the moral and spiritual."
The President's Annual Report,
released today,, also Included an
endorsement of the fraternity system and a call for at least tv/o
more national fraternities on campus. The President suggested that
the College should reverse its decision of ten years ago and provide temporary housing for fraternities seeking establishment.
In citing the spirit of unrest,
frustration, and rebellion evident
In the youth of today, Jacobs assigned a lack of a basic life
philosophy as the principal cause
of discontent. While not condemning the dissenters, neither did
the President condone the manner
of their expression. Jacobs termed
the tactics of protest often rude
and found the cause of their disaffection rooted In an educational
system which is growing obsolete

Jaine§ L* Goodwin Die$%
Patron, Friend of College
-James LIppincott Goodwin, 85,
noted forester, philanthropist, and
a former trustee of the College,
died Thursday In Winter Park,
Florida.
Goodwin was long an anonymous
benefactor, giving financial assistance to many institutions and projects, especially In the fields of
conservation and the arts. Taking

Jame s L. Goodwin

Charles H. Percy

a major Interest in all of his
philanthropic endeavors, he was a
major contributor to the College's
Austin Arts Center; the highly
adaptable 400 seat theatre bears
his name. The Goodwin Fellows
continue to be a living memorial
to his concern for the arts. In
addition, a building under construction at the Wadsworth Atheneum Is to be named in his honor.
Goodwin's great grandfather was
a founder of the College In 1823,
and in every generation since then
there has been a member of the
Goodwin family on the Board of
Trustees. At the College's 137th
commencement In 1963, he was
awarded the Doctor of Laws
degree.
Born In New York City on October 10, 1881, Goodwin attended
the Groton School and later graduated from Yale University in 1905.
He took his M.A. at the newly
formed Yale Forestry School, one
of the first men In the country to
do so. Since then he has established a long record of devotion and
(Continued on Page 5)

and ."placed undue emphasis on
intellectual values...at the expense
of those moral and spiritual."
The President finds dissent and
" Inevitable corollary" In the present era of rapid technological
change which serves to broaden
the generation gap and decrease
the possibility of mutual understanding.
Jacobs notes that the misapplication of three educational watchwords -- truth, objectivity and
scholarly detachment--may result
In the dehumanlzatlon of the educational process. Each one of these
educational Ideals, the President
maintains, remains a positive
force only as long as It is ameans to an end, not an end in
itself. The desired end," Jacobs
says, "is the fullest development
of the Individual," to be achieved
by moral and spiritual, as well
as Intellectual, education.

FEC Ballots
On Calendar
Reveal Doubt
"Vote Secretly, Vote No" read
one of the many posters put up
on campus this week, as efforts
of student campaigns to defeat
the calendar changes proposed by
President Jacobs reached widespread proportions. The aspects
of the President's proposal that
are meeting with the strongest
opposition among the students are
the yearly calendar and the resulting deferment of grades until
the end of the academic year.
In a poll conducted by the Freshman Executive Council, responded
to by 41% of the student body,
the yearly calendar was revealed
to have the support of only 32%
of the students. Of the 457 responding, 398 were against having
grades In term courses deferred
until the end of the academic year.
This particular aspect of the
proposal was also the target of
a petition circulated around the
(Continued on Page 4) •

The TRIPOD announced in
a meeting last week the promotion of John P. Osier '70
to Assistant News Editor. Pierre duP. Hayward '70 and
Richmond S. Hendee '69 were
appointed Assistant Sports
Editors.
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Virgil Thomson Music's Bad- Good Boy
Composer to Visit College;
Guest of Goodwin Fellows

-*>mniK:

7

'Four Saints in Three Acts
First Produced in Hartford
by Jeffrey E. Lucas
"FOUR SAINTS IN THREE ACTS
Is a success because all its elements — the dialogue, the music
the pantomime, and the sparkling,
go so well with one another while
remaining totally irrelevant to life,
logic, or common sense," commented a critic in THE NATION
following the February 8, 1934,
world premiere of Virgil Thomson's famed opera in Hartford.
FOUR SAINTS, like much of
Thomson's work, is highly unorthodox and it took a man with
the perception of the late A. Everett (Chick) Austin, then curator- of the 'Wadsowrth Atheneum, to
discover the greatness of the work,
FOUR SAINTS was premiered In
Hartford on the occasion of the
opening of the Avery Theater wing
to the Atheneum. Austin, at the
recommendation of his architect
friend Henry-Russell Hitchcock,
brought Thomson and his opera
from Europe to present what has
been termed "as unique an event
In the American Theatre as it has
ever had."
FOUR SAINTS is the result of
a collaborative effort by Gertrude
Stein and Thomson. Miss Stein
authored the highly lyric and rhythmic text, which, in Itself, makes
only sketchy literal sense. Thomson wove the text Into "an apotheosis of sophlstocation" utilizing a slmplistlcally straightforward musical score.
The locale of FOUR SAINTS Is
16th century Spain, and the theme
is the religious life of the time.
The production emphasizes the
themes of peace between the sexes, a community of faith, and the
occurrence of miracles. Ironically, the local allusions are not to
Spain but to references of Thomson's Southern Baptist and Missouri- background. This striking
contrast of the Spanish and Missouri flavor provides a surprising
freshness which underlines the
rhythmic sense of the piece rather
than the verbal explication.
The unorthodox nature of FOUR
SAINTS won for It both praise
and condemnation, but the former
reaction prevailed, Thomson's
presentation, wrote critic Kenneth
Burke, " gives us, benaath the picturesque and the grotesque, the
kinds of sound that are authentically ecclesiastical in feeling,
and yet are, in themselves, effective burlesques of "sacred"
songs. Thomson delighted in mixing the unlikely and unexpected.
FOUR SAINTS was no exception.
John Cage In ills biography of
Thomson observes, "The score
stands apart from his previous
Stein settings In that it defies
analysis. Scholarly study yields
nothing but. statistics. These give
the impression that the materials
of music, in contrast to those of
poetry, 'are becoming impoverish-

ed. There are 111 tonic-dominants, the light tone of the lyrics and
178 scale passages. 632 sequences, music.
38 references to nursery tunes,
Thomson favored an all-Negro
and one to My Country 'Tls of cast because of their excellent
Thee. "No rationally directed at- elocution, and facility in handling
tempt to grasp the meaning of the often rhythmical nonsense
FOUR SAINTS will succeed," Cage verse of Miss Stein's. "The Nesubmits. "To enjoy it," he main- groes proved in every way retains, "one must leap into that warding," Thomson observed in
Irrational world from which it his autobiography. "Not only could
sprang, the world' In which the they ennunciate and sing; they
matter-of-fact and the irrational seemed to understand because they
are one, where mirth and meta- sang. They resisted not at all
physics marry to beget comedy..." Stein's obscure language, adopted
FOUR SAINTS "does not clutter it for theirs, conversed In quotaup the memory, but elevates the tions from it. They moved, sang,
spirit," Cage says.
spoke with grace and with alacrity,
To elevate the spirits of the took on roles without self-conpeople of Hartford, Austin arrang- sciousness, as If they were the
ed for a gala opening" of the opera, ' saints they said they were:"
an amazing feat when the country
It is the combination oi all of
was doubled-over by some of the these
elements that makes FOUR
hardest days of the depression.
IN THREE ACTS ThomNevertheless, the opera attracted SAINTS
son's most outstanding operatic
patrons from all over the East contribution.
Hoover, as
coast. The opera played to a fun the co-authorKathleen
of
a
biography
on
house at the Atheneum for six days Thomson, notes that "there was
in sub-zero temperatures before a host of reasons for the historic
moving to New York where it susof the Hartford premiere
tained a run of more than 60 success
FOUR SAINTS'IN THREE ACTS
performances, a record number at of
on February 8, 1934. It had inthat time.
fluential sponsors," and chief
During Its long run FOUR among them was the late " Chick"
SAINTS was frequently misunderAustin. "The basic reason for the
stood or misinterpreted. Critics success of the Hartford premiere
often found the music and lyrics was the fact that the production
bordering on childish simplicity, was that delectable rarity, a perfailing to perceive their intended fect musico-theatrical creation
effects of conveying a strikingly forged at the white heat of total
candid yet elusive quality. The artistic co-operation."
apparent simplicity of Thomson's
melodies In FOUR SAINTS is
often deceiving. He juxtaposes nursery thyme melodies with a mixed
bag of many other musical forms.
Reflecting on FOUR SAINTS^
Thomson questioned "whether a
piece so drenched in Anglican chant
(running from Gilbert and Sullivan
to Morning Prayer and back)could
rise and sail... In setting Stein's
texts to music I had In mind the
acoustical support of a trajectory,
of a verbal volubility that would
brook no braking...I built up m v
accompaniment
by
selecting
chords for their tensile strength
and by employing in a vast majority of cases only. those melodic
elements from the liturgical vernacular of Christendom, both Catholic and Protestant, that had for
centuries borne the weight of long
prayers and • praises and of that
even long fastidiously fine-print.ed and foot-noted contract that we
called the Creed."
Two of the most striking characteristics of Thomson's productions of FOUR SAINTS were the
costume and set designs by FlorIne Stetthelmer and the use (at
Thomson's suggestion) of an all. Negro cast. The Stettheimer sets
evoked superlatives in nearly every review of the opera; her lightIng effects with white light thrown
on the varied transparencies and
translucencies of the set and costumes produced a scintillating atmosphere much in keeping with

"In September of 1962, while
still five... without the prelude
of kindergarten or the benefit of any
parental presence...I entered first
grade at the Irving School, on Prospect Avenue and Twenty-Fourth
Street, wholly unafraid and ready
for anything." This attitude, as
described in the first chapter of
his autobiography, has typified
Virgil Thomson throughout his long
life. His unabashed frankness has
"accompanied him as a student,
composer, music critic, and scholar. The College can expect the unexpected when Virgil Thomson
speaks on "America's Unrequited
Love: The Opera" March 13 in
Goodwin Theater.
Thomson whose opera FOUR
SAINTS IN THREE ACTS had its
world premiere at the Wadsworth
Atheneum when the late A. Everett ("Chick") Austin was director,
will pass a three-day visit at the
College as a guest of the Goodwin
Fellows.
Thomson spent'his youth in Kansas City, Missouri, before traveling East to study at Harvard where
he pursued his musical career.
Upon graduation he seized the
first opportunity to study abroad
In Paris. His Parisian existence
revolved around the remarkable
personality of Gertrude Stein. His
friendship with her became the
creative focal point of his career, and his works in collaboration with her are among his most
famous.
Although he spent most of his
formative years abroad, Thomson
was never accepted by the music
establishment of Paris. He was an
Innovator, a pioneer, who constantly felt that he had been frozen out. Yet Thomson has always
been a maverick and has never
catered to anyone. "Never stand
in line," a quote from his outspoken and fascinating autobiography, could perhaps be termed
his life credo.
Because he was often too proud
or stubborn to get his music played by going through the channels
of the Establishment, Thomson
notes that "virtually nothing was
ever done about my music at a
needful moment." Thomson's music has always been of a pioneering, innovative nature. In Paris
When Dadaism was the leading
movement in painting, Thomson
spent a summer trying to apply
it to a musical form, using dis-

sonant sounds in a "collage of
incompatibilities." In these experiments he drew from the memories of his native Midwest background. From his summer of experimentation grew SYMPHONY
ON A HYMN TUNE. The structure is that of a flawless symphony but with the additional integration of revivalist tunes. The
effect of infusing revivalist tunes
into the structure of a symphony
is satire, an element which appears frequently in his work.
•
The possibility of relating the ;
musical art to other art forms j
always fascinated Thomson. Much j
of his musical career he has de- ;
voted to painting musical "portraits" of his acquaintances. Recognizing their debt to Thomson
as an Innovator in art form, he
has maintained his position in the :
vanguard of the art elite In both
Europe and the U.S. John Cage
points to Thomson's humor as the
critic's distinguishing characteristic. Cage cites the clarity of
Thomson's "observation(high-fidelity reporting), elegance of manner (not without doses of vulgarity, partly put in. for shock purposes, partly for drawing attention to Its own elegance), and an
almost surgical, removal of the
fatter kinds of human feeling."
Thomson's quick, sharp wit was
always appreciated among his
friends, but when pointed toward
his enemies it was a weapon to
be feared.
New York first felt the force of
his critical powers when he accepted a position as music critic
with the NEW YORK HERALD
TRIBUNE, following his return j
from Paris after the spread of i
hostilities in World War II. Thorn- :
son undertook his task as musk
critic with his typical flair for 1
exciting controversy. Unlike most!
of his contemporaries, Thomson
did not plan to pass his days
paying undeserved homage to the
established symphonies and artists. Instead, he actively sought
out more interesting minor artists
and concert events, greatly expanding the musical exposure Of
the New York audience. Thomson never, as a critic, possessed
(or wished to possess) the delicacy to flatter a mediocre performance by a great artist. He
soon reaped to rewards of his uncompromising
position. Harsh
critics as well as staunch supporters lent to his columns a
particular vitality.
Thomson tired of the newspaper
profession and returned to composing, renewing his collaboration with Gertrude Stein on "The
Mother of Us All." He soon expanded the scope of his composIng career by entering Into the film
industry. His film scores to the
documentaries "Louisiana Story
(which won him the Pulitzer Prize;
and "The Plow that Broke the
Plains" added esteem to his already outstanding musical career.
One of the more interesting aspects of Thomson's life does not
directly Involve Ms music..Thomson's writing, like his music s
bright and brash. In addition o
writing "The State of Music in
his Paris days, Thomson lastyear
completed a comprehensive auto'biography which not only nlgnlights significant aspects of nis
life, but paints an Incisive picture of the intellectual elite °
Paris In the 1920's and 1930*
His dally travels often involve"
him in business or pleasure w»»
such figures as Aron C°P elan j
James Joyce, George Antheil, a
.many others,, His autobiograpW
an unlikely combination of W
sonal reflections, portraits, Pn> '
osophlzlng, criticizing, and '
inevitable (but in this case v*
)
tifiti
In a*
uable) pontificating. In •"7"auhle
the book presents an lninw ,,
picture of the art In.——
on both sides of the Atlantic
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Taste, Artistry, Variety, Wit Spark
Great Interpretation by Kirkpatrick
by M. Ian Katz

Ralph Kirkpatrick, humanist,
scholar,
and master musician
came to the College Friday night
to give a recital of seventeenth
and eighteenth century harpsichord
music. Overcoming the ill-suited
acoustics of Goodwin Theatre, Mr.
Kirkpatrick presented the nearcapacity audience an evening of
beautiful playing.
The scholar Kirkpatrick put together a program which traversed
the geography of the Baroque keyboard in a truly grand tour of
England, France, Germany and
Italy. The recital opened with a
Toccata of Purcell. This form is
a very common one for an artist
to begin a program with; it is a
light quick transition to more
serious pieces to follow It. But
somehow It did not succeed in this
purpose. Kirkpatrick's playing
seemed a bit too deliberate and
pondered here. Similarly was the
Handel suite which followed majestic, yet heavy
If the first two selections were
a bit disappointing, the trend was
quickly and surely changed with
the selections that followed. Rameau's Pieces de Clavecin demonstrated Kirkpatrick's usually high
degree of artistry in his ability
to portray subtle musical characterization. Through delicate coloration one experienced joy and
serenity, followed by a tender
suffering, and finally a feeling of
bumbling foollshness--lt was the
protean emotions of childhood,
universal to cave, court, or suburbia.
The first half of the evening
ended with the Onzieme Ordre of
Couperin. Here Couperin limns
two sets of views of Parisian
life. The humanist Kirkpatrick
here took advantage of the intimate
tze of the theatre to outline for
ie audience Couperln's themes.

The first group, he explained, were
portraits of fixtures of the Faubourg St. Germain, one sparkling
another anonymously described as
"natural-grace."
Kirkpatrick's
delightful and witty pedagogy then
related the plot of " Les Fastes de
la Grande et Ancienne Menestrandise." Here Couperin spoofs
court opera and a medieval musicians' guild which was trying to
control all phases of music, in^
eluding Couperin. First enter the
pompous officials and jurors,
second the hurdy-gurdy players,
third the jugglers bears and monkeys,
and fourth the disabled
veterans. The fifth and last act
sees a complete disorder leading
to a rout of the pompous, would-be
heroes by the monkeys and bears.
Having once told the story, some
of whose subtitles are longer than
their respective scores, the artist
Kirkpatrick took over. His musical
reading was totally captivating in
its unbelievably varied characterization.
The second half of the program
was the more serious, and showed
Kirkpatrick's artistry to its greatest advantage. Bach's Italian Concerto is a virtuoso piece very popular with harpsichordists. The
playing here fashioned a composition of true baroque grandeur. In
this longer and more complex
work, the inadequacy of the theatre's acoustics were felt most.
Musically speaking it is sonically dead. One feels the College's
Dowd~ instrument Is capable of
much more resonance and tone
than was produced Friday evening.
Numerous plywood panels were
placed behind the harpsichord to
reinforce the sound and these apparently were of some help, but
needless to say they detracted from
the otherwise handsome appearance of the theatre. If the College Is to go throueh with its verv
laudable plans to bring a series
of renowned chamber groups and

Junior Year
in

soloists in the near future, it would
do well to consider a permanent
remedy for this problem.
Kirkpatrick closed his program
with a. series of Seven sonatas by
Domenlco Scarlatti. Every piece
in this group was a jewel unto
itself. Once again, as in the Bach,
it seemed that Kirkpatrick was
limited in his range of dynamics
by the acoustics, as well as in
choice of tempos because a slow
tempo would produce a virtually
dead sound. But he seemed to
rise above these difficulties to
achieve needed effects through

delicate inflection, phrasing and
nuance. The audience's enthusiastic applause was responded to
with an encore of another Scarlatti
sonata in a lighter and more
humorous vein.
Kirkpatrick's taste and artistry
place him at the very top of his
profession, and made his recital
a great musical experience. Perhaps the only bit of disappointment
was the absence of any twentieth
century works for harpsichord on
the program, as the artist is very
much involved in such music, and
is one of its great Interpreters.

Horenslein^s Jazzmen
To Perform in Chapel

Pipes Part
Of^Sounds*
Production
Standing Room Only crowds have
marked The COLLEGIATE SOUND
event as the largest local music
festival of its kind. This year the
concert will return to the Bushnell Memorial on Saturday, March
11.
The Collegiate Sound brings together such top college singing
groups as The Yale Wlffenpoofs,
The Vassar G-Stringers, theWesleyan Grand Old 26-String Band,
the Russell" Sage Sagettes, The
Holy Cross Paks, and The Wellesley Tupelos. Also featured will
be The Harvard Krokodiloes, the
Cornell Cayuga Waiters, and the
Goucher Reverend's Rebels. The
Trinity Pipes will host the singing review.
The Collegiate Sound will be cosponsored' by the Scholastic Funds
of the participating alumni associations and Collegiate Sound Productions.
Tickets for the Collegiate Sound
(Reserved seats: $3.00, $2.75, and
$2.50) are available at the Bushnell Memorial Box Office.

A modern jazz sextet headed by discourses between several canSteven Horenstein '69 will provide tors and a chorus. The musical
the musical interludes to the read- aspects became more predominant
ing of the "Passion According to when the Passion began to take the
St. Mark," Sunday, March 12 at form of a sacred oratorio during
5:30 p.m. in the Chapel.
the fifteenth century.
Reading of the Passions, Gospel
accounts of the suffering and crucifixion of Christ, are traditional
aspects of the Church's pre-Easter observances. The members of
t&@ New
the sextet, Robert Berardino '70,
trumpet; Mark Edinburg '69, pi(Juifr W«st of Summtt
ano; Robert Taylor '69, Bass; Neil
Olson '68, flutej and David Moss
Offering MeMI Pro4mH
'70, percussion, will offer original
interpretations of Passiontlde
Cempiefce AtrtomaNve Ssrvice
themes in the form of musical
Pro® Piehop & D«Hv«ry S«rv!#*
Interludes to the dramatic readings from the Gospels.
7 a.m. • 10 p.m. Weekdays • 8 a.m. • l$£#.m. Sundays
249-3212
Historically, Passions involved

COLLEGE VIEW -

Examining produce in an open-air marketplace in Lisbon is one way to broaden one's knowledge
of the ways of the Portuguese people. These girls found exploring the markets of. cities around the
world a relaxing change from studies undertaken last year during a semester at sea on Chapman
College's floating campus.
Alzada Knickerbocker of Knoxville, Tennessee,—in the plaid dress—returned from the studytravel semester to complete her senior year in English at Radcliffe College.
Jan Knippers of Lawrenceburg, Tennessee, a graduate of the University of Tennessee, and a
former Peace Corps Volunteer, first pursued graduate studies in International Relations and returned
a second semester as a teaching assistant in Spanish on the world-circling campus.
The fall semester voyage of discovery, aboard the s.s. RYNDAM, for which Holland-America
Line acts as General Passenger Agents, is carrying 450 other students to ports around the world as
you read this.
i
Still another 450 will leave from Los Angeles in February for the spring 1967 semester set to
transit Panama Canal and call at ports in Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Nigdria, Senegal, Morocco,
Spain, Portugal, The Netherlands, Denmark and Great Britain, returning to New York.
For a catalog describing how you can include the spring semester aboard the RYNDAM in your
1
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New York
Three undergraduate colleges offer students
from all parts of the country an opportunity
to broaden their educational experience
by spending their
Junior Year in New York

New York University is an integral part of
the exciting metropolitan community of
New York City—the business, cultural,
artistic, and financial center of the nation.
The city's extraordinary resources greatly
enrich both the academic program and the
experience of living at New York University
with the most cosmopolitan student body in
the world.
This program is open to students
recommended by the deans of the colleges
to which they will return for their degrees.
Courses may be taken in the
School of Commerce
School of Education
Washington Square College of Arts
and Science

Chapman
College

Director of Admissions
Chapman College
Orange, California 92666

Orange, California 92666

Present Status
College/University
(Indicate Home or College/ University)
State:

Write for brochure to Director, junior Year
in New York

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
New York, N.Y. 10003

The Ryndam is of West German registry.

Zip

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate
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Government Seminar
Probes State Polities
"The location of the College
in a state capital city gives students a unique opportunity to conduct a first-hand study of state
government," noted Clyde McKee,
assistant professor of government.
A special seminar program designed to use to maximum advantage the presence of state off Icials
and offices for study of the state
level politics is being directed by
McKee this semester.
The program originated last fall
when McKee arranged with State
Republican Minority Leader, Nicholas Lenge, to entroll senior
government majors in assisting the
GOP in research and analysis of
legislative bills and projects. The
seminar students have continual
access to Lenge's facilities and
they are encouraged to attend
meetings, hearings, and State General Assembly sessions.
Students selected fields of concentration according to interest.
Voracious reading,
substantial
exposure to daily political activity,
and conferences with state officials have made these
senior
government majors virtual experts
in particular aspects of government study.
McKee believed that "Connecticut, with its new constitution and
entirely new legislative body, Is
the model workshop for state government." Several students agree

that the experience has been unique
and invaluable, while a minority of
others believe the program to be
merely" another extended high
school tour of the capltol."
One student who endorsed the
special seminar admitted that he
had only a "vague textbook knowledge" of municipal affairs, but
that the work of the seminar has
" crystallized totally new concepts"
in government as a result of his
auxiliary efforts to research the
establishment of a Department of
Urban Affairs for Connecticut.
Another more positive advocate
of the experimental field-study
activity termed the program "the
ideal senior seminar," noting that
he has acquired " an accurate picture into the inner workings" and
can now more readily observe
"flaws and suggest changes to
remedy them."
The unanimous complaint, however, is the lack of time allotted
to fulfill the students' project
duties and responsibilities. Some
have termed It unrealistic, but
most all concur that they are
gaining from the practical experience, even though their value to
the state may be minimal, -
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Po§§ Registers Doubts
(Continued
College last week. The petition
Is reported to have more than five
hundred signatures.
At the bottom of the sudden
surge of protests, there has been
voiced the fear that the faculty
will vote to accept the proposals
as a package in way of a tribute to the retiring President.
Many students believed that faculty members would hesitate to
vote against the proposal openly
in a meeting conducted by the
President. The proposal came in
the" form of a memorandum to the
faculty from the President and
his
endorsement is therefore
closely associated with It.
That the new schedule would
lead to a greater integration of
courses, as suggested by several
faculty members, is a point of
contention among students. Many
feel that the faculty simply would
not respond to a need for greater integration. They cite instances
of an instructor's giving the same
final exam this year during a two
hour period as he did last year
when exams were scheduled for
three hour periods.
Faculty response to the show
of student opinion is anxiously
awaited. Those circulating the pe-

from Page 1)
titions feel that with the firm support of the students behind them,
faculty members who do not approve of the calendar change will
be less likely to vote for it merely out of respect for Jacobs. Some
students asserted, however, that
the effects should not, on the
other hand, be overestimated. The
only official poll, that taken by
the FEC received only a 41%
response. Faculty members will
be sure to take into account, these
students stress that individuals
who are opposed to a measure
were more likely to have taken
the time to fill out such a questionnaire.
Fears of the new exam schedule did not keep students from
voicing approval of the other aspects of the statement. The FEC
poll reports 60% in favor of the
lightened freshman course load
and almost an, equal number praising the plan to admit fifty students
exempt from the basic requirements.
The most popular aspect of the
statement, as indicated by the poll,
is the proposal to waive some of
the academic disciplinary measures for students from educationally disadvantaged backgrounds.

Forum to Host
Two Politicians
Founder of the John Birch Society, Robert Welch, and Dr. Herbert Aptheker, Director of the American Institute for Marxist Studies, who recently conducted a fact
finding tour of North Viet Nam,
will be among the speakers to
appear at the College early this
April, according to Political Forum President Michael Masterson
'68.
Forum officials report that the
Apthecker and Welch dates are
confirmed for April 4 and 5 respectively. An effort is, at this
time, being made to engage noted
Columnist John Chamberlain. Each
speaker will speak for about 45
to .60 minutes with a question and
answer period to follow.
Aptheker, a "nationally-known
youth leader and battler for civil
liberties, civil rights and peace,"
was awarded the History Prize
in 1939 by the Association for the
Study of Negro Life and History.
His speech is entitled "The Negro
Movement; Reform or Revolution."
" What is the John Birch Society"
will be the speech of Welch, author of THE POLITICIAN.

(Continued from Page 1)
the Board of Trustees, Miles proposed the appointment of a student
delegate to the Trustees charged
with Informing them directly of
student opinion on various matters. He also expressed the hope
that minutes from Trustees'meetings -might be published and made
available to the student body.
In a preliminary address, out"going President Gesber expressed
his hope that the Senate would develop a "larger image moving
toward a dynamic, open, and creative community." Echoing these
sentiments, Miles appealed to the
Senate to embrace an attitude
toward the administration which
cast it as "neither father nor adversary." He also envisioned the
Senate as an element to be considered in making College decisions.
_..'_• :
Hoping to " capitalize upon the
enlivened spirit" in this year's
Senate, all three candidates registered their intention of enrolling
as many students as possible into
active Involvement in College activities.
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Birnbaum...
(Continued from Page 1)
and high-level public discussion.
Reporting the pattern from his
previous lecture, Blrnbaum discussed the countries of liberal
(U.S. and Great Britain) and bureaucratic (France and Germany)
traditions and the future of the
economic-political world in relation to them.
Against this background, Birnbaum described the quest for a
more convenient, governmentcontrolled economy. Complications, he said, would arise to such
a degree that only an elect oligarchy would be fit enough to
rule. Democracy, in its watchdog
capacity would be unable to keep
abreast of developments in the
system. Familiar political doctrine would have to fall by the
wayside to burgeoning complexities. Thus, the future of power
lies not in the bounds of the people but in the oligarchy capable
of handling so technical a state,
he theorized.
In his final lecture of the series on "Culture," Birnbaum discussed the relationships of High
Culture, that culture normally associated with the academic elites,
and Popular Culture, that culture
normally associated with the masses with the modern industrial society.
In our world of constantly increasing leisure hours and thus in
the pursuit of High Culture, its
production of a commodity "is as
useful a method as any to destroy
it," he contended. It has therefore
become increasingly difficult, he
explained, to relate the totality
of culture in a world eventually
to be run by specialized technologists produced by a highly specialized culture.
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Symposium Planning Committee
Organizes Speaker Workshops
Organizational meetings of the
Spring Symposium workshops will
take place between Wednesday
March 8 and Friday March 17.
The Planning Committee has organized nine workshops -- one
for each of the nine visiting speakers. A workshop will consist of
15-25 students and faculty members who have studied the 'basic
writings of the guests. Then, Saturday April 22 they will meet with
that person for a 1 1/2 hour discussion. Saturday morning there
will be workshops with Saul Alinsky, Stokley Carmichael, the Rev.
James Breeden, Claude Brown and
Carl Oglesby. Saturday afternoon
there will be workshops with Donald Michael, Ben B. Seligman,
W.H. Ferry, and Ernest Van den
Haag. Anyone, therefore can be
in two workshops -- one that meets
in the morning and one in the
afternoon. Only those who attend
the seminars leading to the workshops will be certain of admittance to the workshops.

Michael; Dr. Stedman on W.H.
Ferry; and Bill Barante on Ernest
Van den Haag.
The first meetings of these seminars have been planned to be held
before Spring Vacation so that students can begin reading over the
break. Students are urged to take
a few hours out of their vacations
to become Involved in problems
that will most certainly affect the
lives of everyone.

Percy.

The various writings of the visiting guests are available at the
library. They are on the open
reserve shelf under the heading
"Symposium."
Students unable to attend the
organizational meetings or with
questions regarding the seminars
should address the teacher in
charge of the seminar of his interest.

New JA Select ions

(Continued from Page 1)
in the latter stages of selection,
Heath confirmed, a 2/3 majority vote was Inaugurated rather
than a mere simple majority.
The Dean pointed out that the
more meticulous screening process limited the selection to individuals whose influence on freshmen would be "steady and continued." He observed that "the
JA may not necessarily be the
same type of Individual suited
The seminar on Saul Alinsky, for the Senate or Cerberus."
headed by Dr. Rabil will meet
Heath admitted two areas of weakWednesday March 8 at 2:30 in ness in the system requiring imroom 231 of the Austin Arts Cen- provement. First, the committee
ter. Professors Steele, Sleeper neglected to sufficiently ascertain
and Brown will meet with those the candidates' commitment to and
students interested inmeeting with desire for the responsibility of an
Stokley Carmichael and Claude advisor ship. Since Medusa has enBrown this Thursday, March 9 at rolled JA's more fully in the dis11:30 In Sebury 4. Chaplain Tull ciplinary process particularly, the
will meet with those interested Dean plans to reinstitute the rein meeting with the Rev. James quest for a statement of intention
Breeded, March 15 at 4 p.m. in from all candidates.
the Forecrypt of the Chapel.
Second, several committee memThe following people will lead bers suggested the addition of
other seminars: Mr. MinotonCarl members of the junior class to
Oglesby; Dr. Battls on Donald its membership. Many committee

men felt, according to Heath, that
seniors were too far removed
from the sophomore class to accurately judge from personal acquaintance the qualifications of a
candidate.
The list of Junior Advisors for
1967-68 follows: Dan M. Battles,
David L. Beatty, Michael J.
Beautyman, John H. Burnes, James
E. Clalr, Michael D. Cleary, Joseph M. Connors, Theodore F.
Cook, John P. DeLong, Peter H.
Ehrenberg, Carl H. Fridy, Peter
F. Gable, Joel M. Goldfrank, Joseph S. Hessenthaler, Robert E.
Kehoe, Richard G. Knapp, William C. Koch, Lloyd J. Kramer,
Donald C. Kraus, John F. Levy,
Carl E. Luty, Howard G. McDonald, William C. Melcher, John
A. Morris, Stanton C. Otis, George
M. Pennell, Kenneth R. Phelps,
Craig C. Schroeder, Barry G.
Sheckley, Robert E. SherriU,
George T. Simon, Brian K. Titus,
William M. Unger, John P. Valentine, Robert A. Washington,
Larry H. Whipple, William N,
Wight, William G. Young.

(Continued from Page 1)
as the " richest boy who ever worked his way through college." He
headed a recruiting service for
an organization of small colleges
and a cooperative purchasing operation for campus fraternities. During his senior year he grossed,
from these two ventures combined,
$150,000 with a net profflf of
over $10 000.
With this background in business and finance he proved more
than successful as 1955 Chairman of the United Republican Fund
of Illinois. His first position of
national importance came in 1959
when he was put in charge of
the Program for Progress Coinmittee with the unenviable task
of defining a winning policy for
the GOP to follow during the
1960's. It was at this time that
he became acquainted with President Jacobs who chaired a task
force for this committee.
He suffered a minor political
setback when conservatives on the
I960 platform committee rebelled over supposed concessions
made by Nixon to Rockefeller supporters in the party. He was replaced as Committee Chairman
by Congressman Melvln Laird.
In 1964 Percy made an unsuccessful attempt to win the governorship of Illinois.
Customarily, the Identity of a
Commencement speaker is made
public a few weeks before the
graduation date, but COURANT
reporter Zaiman noticed a Chicago SUN-TIMES report of Percy's spring itinerary which included a June 4 Hartford engagement. The reporter called the
Senator's Washington office and
thus learned the nature of his
visit.
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galleries up near Heaven—for 75^. A lot of outdoor entertainment, like concerts and folk-singing, is free.
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parents you can spend this summer in Britain for about
what it costs to hang around the house.
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The focal Point
Today the Faculty votes on the much-discussed proposal
for the annual calendar and its accompanying revisions. The
manner of the President's presentation of the memorandum and
its forceful implications, unfortunately, has received as much
consideration as the proposal itself.
Details surrounding the proposal — the matter of balloting,
the implication of the proposal's emanating from the President,
the consideration of the proposal "in toto" or. by points, etc.- have obscured the issue itself.
The Faculty should vote on the content of the proposal with
a view of how it" can be molded into a workable educational system. If the content and the speculative view of the system seem
untenable or undesirable, the proposal (or proposals, if taken as
unit recommendations) should be voted down. However, the hullaballo over whether the President will bow his head during the
hand vote and other like matters, while interesting speculatively, are not of basic importance.
Faculty should also give some consideration to the student
poll distributed by the FEC. The poll strongly rejected the concept of an annual calendar while endorsing special exemptions
from basic requirements.
Faculty, in considering the poll,'must also attempt to determine why students rejected the proposed annual calendar. The
annual calendar demands more maturity on the part of the student
in his approach to his courses. An annual calendar would also
expose the student to the possible iniquity of an unfair exam
load of "hair-fact" tests in May. These inequitabilities would
occur, not inherently in the system, but only if the Faculty failed
to modify its philosophy of education—the role of testing, methods of instruction, departmental course structuring, etc. The
doubts expressed by students over the annual calendar are legitimate only if the Faculty is-unable or unwilling to provide the proposal with a philosophy consistent with its structure and workable machinery to effect this philosophy.
• If-the Faculty believes that the proposal is desirable then
their consideration of registered student disapproval should be
modified by the above considerations. Most important, however,
is that the proposal should stand or fall on its own merit, not
on the interpretive implications of matters surrounding the proposal.

Insular Us
The Symposium Committee has announced that organization
of the seminars for the spring conference on cybernation will begin this week. The Symposium represents a major collaborative
effort of students, faculty, and administration. It should prove
the major event of the year at the College, if students contribute
to make it so.
The Symposium is not a spectator affair. Little of the potential value of the speeches and workshops can be realized without some participation in the seminars preparatory to the workshops with the Symposium speakers. The full, value of the symposium on social change can be achieved only if students actively participate. The convocation will be a failure as an educational experience if students regard the event only as a threeday spectacle with controversial featured speakers. With adequate participation and preparation the symposium can provide
new insights into an area of vital concern to us all.
Unfortunately, a significant part of the preparations for the
Symposium may be deemed already a failure. Both this year's
lecturer-in-residence and the theologian-in-residence dealt with
topics which were designed to acquaint the College with material relating to the Symposium on cybernation. Both of these
lecturers received scant attention.
Particularly discouraging was the Birnbaum residency. Birnbaum is one of the world's leading sociologists, and over the
past year the demand for sociology on the campus has seemingly received thunderous support. Birnbaum's residency might
have provided an excellent opportunity for the zealous supporters of sociology to demonstrate their over-whelming interest. The
popularity of the lecturer might, have provided a strong lobby for
the inception of a course of study. The opportunity was miserably
missed. Not more than four or five students appeared at the coffee discussions and his lectures were poorly attended. The disappointing response to his visit forces the conclusion that the
outcry for sociology and other areas of proclaimed interest (anthropology, Asian studies, etc.) may be no more than fanciful
passing desires.
Recently an increased awareness of crucial issues has been
cited as an important need for the insular Trinity student. The
Spring Symposium will bring one of the most significant issues
to campus in a big way. How many will commit themselves to
make the Symposium a success?

"Mature Young Men
amply pointed out, is that this is
not so much a curriculum change
as a change in the philosophy of
our liberal arts education. To a s sign it a purely temporal effect
-- that is, how it may affect us
-- misses the central idea entirely.

opposition has come from Dean's ''
list students, or those who believe themselves capable of being
Students are being ignored on
so. They cry on how they could '
this campus. Recently, they realnot retain information (never con- '
ized that they were being ignored.
sidering why they learned it,) or
Militantly, they have begun to orhow all grades would drop below
ganize, and in some cases have
C. They quote specific examples
turned completely hostile to the
of how it might not work, and mutfaculty. This is our education,
A
change
in
the
philosophy
of
a
ter bitterly over their chances for '
goes the argument, and we should
have some say in what it is. Trinity education has been badly graduate school.
in recent years. Liberal
Grades are not everything,. But >
These mature young men have neededitself
is changing. And if for those who see no other solaptly demonstrated their qualifi- Arts
the
new
system
is
a
step
in
the
ace, I would suggest two helpful'
cations for such responsibilities in
direction, should not the long possibilities. One is the somethe last week, as they debated right
range
effects
be
of
prime
imporwhat berated idea that the teachthe proposed curriculum change.
Why should those who by ers could adapt as well, and would
In a series of never-ending mem- tance?
of birth are students here still keep their same essential
oranda, petitions, and speeches has accident
this time have a right to dic- grade curves. The second is that
emerged the emotional argument at
tate what educational system will the new Dean's list procedure, if
of a group of children.
be followed by other classes, at
The major arguments against other times, when we are long adapted, could easily soften the'
the change have boiled down to gone from this college? I wish this blow of a couple of semesters of
"boy, am I going to get creamed notion had been considered by some atypical grades.
if they change into this system." of the more reactionary elements
That's all. That viewpoint may be of the undergraduate body.
Some students are here for a
hidden beneath a blanket of related
high school education. It is for the
matters; it is there nonetheless.
Of course the transition would others that I have asked considThe most vociferous are those who be rough. Any transition is. But eration. To those of us seeking
seem to think they have the most this effects courses far less than to learn how to learn how to
to lose.
the 3.3 system, which was really apply our learning, and how to
Now, there are valid arguments no change at all as far as phil- live, the new system and even the
against the change, but surely one osophy was concerned. Any of the change to it could be extremely
such as the above is not worthy President's
proposals are ex- valuable. And to those who are conof the importance being assigned tremely practical, and could be cerned with "why," and are capto it. Can we blame a faculty for put into effect with a minimum of able of logical thought, I refer the
not considering student opinion, friction and changed as needed. question of student referendums,
conceived as it has been recent- An objective view of the whole and undergraduate responsibility.
ly?
idea can only evoke admiration.
Wayne L. Sllngluff '69
The major point, as has been
That leaves grades. Almost all
To the Editor:

The proposal then is a complete
basically introductory. But in the
junior year they are at an advanc- evasion of the issues which it reed level. Five of these courses cognizes need changing. This is
To the Editor:
at one time would significantly no time for traditional moderI would like to propose a mod- decrease both the grades of the ation. Change does not come about
ification of President Jacobs' cal- upper-classman and his time spent by saying it is needed, but by doing
endar change, which would, Ithink, in campus or community projects. something about it. The Presiincorporate the chief strength of The proposal, here, instead of el- dent's proposal does not do anythat plan, the "free" Christmas iminating a problem is creating thing about it.
break, without its chief weakness, one. To waiver basic requirements
Robert A. Freedman '69
the elimination of first term test- for fifty freshman shows that the
others are inferior and this would
ing.
This alternative is a modifica- lead to jealousy. The problem lies
tion of the trimester system. It in whether or not the basic r e would provide for the Christmas quirements are necessary in the To the Faculty;
term to begin immediately after first place. This the President's
I am not addressing you for the
Labor Day and to end, with the proposal recognizes, but it goes
traditional mid-year exams, just no further. Finally, exams at the purpose of discussing the positive
before Christmas. Then, after a end of the year for all courses and negative aspects of the procombination Christmas vacation- are not forward steps to prepare posal submitted by Dr. Jacobs.
semester break (without the bur- the student for general exams in I wish only to make one comment
den of finals), we would return to his senior year. Spring exams, which, I believe, merits explicit
start the Trinity term in mid- for one, are the most difficult statement.
to study for. To base a whole
Dr. Jacobs has suggested these
January.
,
••••..
year's work on one test is placing
Under this system, the extra an undue amount of stress on the changes because he believes they
in the best interests of
weeks In September would be more student and thus is unfair. Here, are
than compensated for by an earlier again, the proposal instead of elim- education at Trinity College.
dismissal in the spring, as is inating a problem is creating one. Consideration of the program ltevidenced by a quick glance at the
(Continued on Page 9)
calendar.
, The greatest fault of the present
proposal, it seems, is that it would
discourage students from taking
Courses outside of their major.
In courses such as Fine Arts 101,
Philosophy 201, etc. the pre-med
major, for example, would find
nothing with which to "integrate"
the courses in his major. Hence,
he would hesitate to gamble on
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President Jacob's proposal of a
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Senate: Recommendations for Its Future
(Editor's Note-Richard M.
Ratzan '67, who has served on
three Senates, presents recommendations for future student
governments in pointing to the
successes and failures of the
past. We print Mr. Ratzan's
article, not necessarily
in
agreement with his recommendations, but because it offers
a knowledgable and subjective
vieiv of the Senate function and
structure.)
by Richard M. Ratzan

The 1967-68 Senate very definitely needs a definition 'from
the President of the College (not
the Dean of Students, Treasurer,
et. al.) of Its spheres of Influence, that Is to say, FREE REIGN,
-and those areas of advisor capacity and suggestion only. If the
Administration has NO intention
of allowing the students a say in
the academic changes, or In certain academic changes -- fine.
It's their college and no one will
assert more' quickly than I that
the student body exists by the
grace of God and the Trustees.
But, let them not say that we shall
never have representation In academic changes, or in certain academic changes. For I resent much
apparent lip service I have encountered in three years. If they will
give us free reign in student conduct and advisory capacity in curriculum changes, let them say so.
The administration need only issue
this requested white paper declaring the management of student
conduct entirely within the student
government's power with final authority resting with the Trustees,
but with the understanding that
only in gross Injustices could the
President step in. Or the Senate
might- be defined sro as to allow
It advisor capacity in curriculum
but no representation whatsoever
in faculty appointments, promotions, etc. and/or on the Board
ot Trustees -- all current, predictable requests in a studentbased, and recent interests in the
academic facet of the College.
And If they do state that they
will accept our assistance, let
them do it in good faith. As I
shall now illustrate, the Senate
has had to fight the administration at times, instead of working
with it.
The first instance that comes to
mind is the "Ice Machine Folly."
The incredible saga of the Senate
vs. Bridge began on October 25,
1965,
when
Senator Pastore
brought up the possibility of obtaining a free coin-operated ice
machine If we acted by the middle of November. We would have
had to pay only electric charges
and a percentage of the profit.
The installation and rest were
either minimal or "gratis." On
November 8, 1965, Senator Pastore reported to an incredulous
Senate that "a full report Is delayed at this time due to lack of
communication from the administration. A memo is still awaited."
When the memo finally arrived,
AFTER the deadline for a free
machine, it contained a reference
to the necessity of first having
to consult with the Treasurer's
Office, and Building and Grounds,
and the improbable question of,
Had we thought of the possibility
of the extra expenses involved to
hire a man to clean up what water
might result from melted ice?"
The ice machine went the way
of many other proposals and became a subject for later satire.
Again, I and a few others harassed the administration to do
something about the parking "problem." I urged a parking lot south
of South Campus and was told that
a
Possible Building and .Grounds
su
PPly shed might be built there
and was pooh-poohed concerning
other suggestions. Months later,
with no reference to the Senate's
time
and effort, the Faculty Parkln
g Committee decided that the
ar
ea behind South Campus might

not be a bad spot for, say, a
parking lot. Had members of the
faculty committee conferred in
earnest with the Senate Parking
Committee, the lot probably would
have been built sooner.
The most productive Senate I've
had the privilege to serve (196566) attained its goals by constant
effort that sometimes approached
physical goading. Many accomplishments were either ephemeral
or specious:
The campus clock synchronization lasted a matter of hours.
The extra Dean's List courses
were a moot privilege granted us
since no credit was, involved,
thereby equating it, for all purposes of an extra course, with
having audited the course, which
anyone can do. True, the Dean's
List course is recorded; but it
cannot be used for credit.
Dorm hours extension was a
33% goal affecting only Saturday
night.
The Bookstore still refuses to
allow »' discount on books -- a
discount present in most other
college bookstores. (The reason
given was that the shipment and
packaging expenses "absorbed" the
possible discount. One wonders
how the other schools send their
books...)
The new disciplinary code was
so effective that the Medusa was
overruled twice under It.
The Infirmary-Cave route where
the walk was reset to allow proper drainage Is presently under
water in another spot; as a matter
of fact, It's the slab Immediately
next to the two they " fixed."
Let the administration state the
working powers of the Senate in
CONCRETE terms (I hope and
pray to the Powers-That-Be that
they not include a hyphenated "re-

lation," e.g., "student-faculty relation.") If this be indeed too difficult, then let them state immediately when the Senate is requestIng power out of bounds. And let
them give true PEER attention to
what we, as mature and sincerely benevolent students, suggest.
Relss Potterveld, feeling much
the same frustration as I, phrased
It so In his departing speech as
President of the 1964-65 Senate:
"...There Is also the need to
develop an attitude of commitment
on the part of the administration.
There is no problem in getting
the administration to consider or
study a proposal of the student
government — It is, however, often very difficult to bring an administrator to commit himself to
a proposal, to a plan, and work
for its fulfillment even when there
i» not other administrative or faculty opposition to the plan. (TRIPOD Of February 23, 1956).
My second suggestion Is that the
individual senators do less sitting
In the Senate Room and more
running around from office to office
on whatever project they have. If
the senators have the feeling that
they're butting their head against
Williams Memorial wall, they're
right - SOMETIMES; but, too many
senators assume this all the time
and some never give It the good
old college try. The student body
here is not apathetic, but Insensate. Pardon me, It was. I honestly think that more attention and
more fervor is felt towards the
Senate now.
An example of this needed senatorial energy is Integrity. This
past Senate was the biggest crybaby, laziest Senate In the last
three years. Maybe that's due to
the number of new senators, but
too often a bill was passed or

THE AMAZING-

tabled because It was too late.
Late my eye. The previous two
Senates never shirked a late meeting and never railroaded an important matter. Two weeks ago,
In a disgusting display of theatrical haste, an addition to the bylaws was Introduced and passed in
a maximum of three, minutes because a long discussion had preceded. Next morning It was found
that the addition was in direct
contradiction to the constitution.
The next week a proposal I had
worked on for more than 24 hours
within that week was tabled "following brief discussion." The proposal contained a wealth of facts
and could have been dealt with
in an hour, if it had been defeated and then modified the next
week -- okay; but no. One senator was too concerned that It
was too "important to be rushed
through in one meeting."
This sentiment is only possible
In a system demanding a presentation one week and a vote the
next. That's fine when it's a constitution for a new club, or a
• major proposal such as the Senate constitution of last December.
But for a proposal handed to the
senators 48 hours in advance of the
meeting, that's not fine. That's
wet-nursing: holding a meeting
to do the job they should have done
during those 48 hours. That's also
bureaucracy, which, If allowed to
continue, will turn the Senate Into
wizened old men attending readings, not meetings.
My third suggestion Is that the
school properly place merit where
it is due. The parking solution
was absorbed wholly by the faculty committee. How many students
know that In April, 1964, almost
three years ago, Senators Jim Roosevelt and Lou Huskins were work- '

ADVENTURES OF

ing with Dean Vogel Initiating (as
far as I know) the drive to change
the calendar?
The school has a real obligation
to credit the Senate for its role,
if it was at all influential, In any
change or Innovation which the
school makes. And this means
mention of the Senate In press
releases.
The exciting possibility of student influence in academic matters
Is a very recent Idea and MUST
be handled with delicacy and more
experience than some 19 year old
boy with full length sideburns.
That is not to say that we should
not have influence. That Is to say
that we should try to acquire what
we merit and what we can get.
If the administration will heed
my suggestion and state its definition of and policy towards the
Senate we will no longer be what
newly-elected Senator Jiminezhas
termed a "sandbox Senate." Yes,
a sandbox Senate in terms of attitude of the administration. No
sandbox Senate in terms of the
mature sincere Senators working
on it. And we shall remain a sandbox Senate without this understanding of our status on this campus.
If the definition is not forthcoming that is so badly needed especially at this time when, for the
first time since I've been on the
Senate, a very real Interest is
being given the Senate (with credit due in ho small part to CITE);
and if the Senate continues to tilt
windmills and waste good studying time, then I say that the Senate should dissolve since I hate
shams and pretenses and the shadow of a student government that
is thwarted with condescension on
one hand, and, probably more frequently, with misunderstanding of
definition on the other,
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Pompous Pronouncement
byC. P. Hill
Dean Heath's plan for a new,
revised, and now better-than-ever
means of choosing forty sophomores who next year would each
be responsible for advising about
eight freshmen has been a horrible failure. The pitiful and annual anguish which marks these
selections has been made worse
this year by the almost universally unpopular and potentially
poor choices of thirty-six such
advisors. Admittedly, there were
a large number of Incomparably
fine men selected, but there were
also a large number of dubious
individuals who are either esoterlcally "understood" and appreciated, or who leave the impression in one's mind that they would
be perfectly happy to slither down
' drain pipes and gaily burrow toward Hernando's Hideaway.
What Heath and his henchmen
have tried to do, and what they,
in reality, have done, are two
different things. This year's J.A.
list is no better than those in
previous years have been, and although it probably isn't much worse
(as this would be Impossible), it
was heralded, as I recollect, as
the best method that could possibly be devised by the Dean.
He substituted for theprejudlces
and contrived preferences of former J.A.'s the double standard
selection system of the Medusa,
the President of the Senate, and
three seemingly innocuous sophomore sycophants.
This double standard worked on
a simple principle that is most
wretched, especially as propagated
by a supposedly austere and intelligent group of people. One person is picked as a potentially good
advisor particularly if he is a
friend of a selection committee
member, or worse, a fraternity
brother, and then is presented
to the committee as an outstandfng candidate. Superficially, he is
looked Into deeply, studied carefully, and then taken as a slight
risk:
the committee members
realizing that he could be a young
freshman's dream of IN LOCO
PATER. But then, another person
is sized up who is not a friend
of a selection committee member,
or better, not a fraternity brother. Through glib oral manipula-

tion, this person is even more
superficially scrutinized. His offending personality traits are
pointed out, and uncomplimentary
Impressions of him are duly passed on and magnified. He is then
summarily rejected by the committee.
If, for example, such a person
had matured, or perhaps, as a
senator, he had realized that silence could accomplish more than
purveying pointless pontlflcations,
or If he had decided that his work
was more Important than extra
curricular exhibition, these factors would not be considered, because they are deeper reasons than
those acknowledged by the committee. In consequence, he would
probably be characterized as aloof
and Irresponsible.
The committee looks deeply at
one person, and takes a risk;
then, it takes an askance glance
at another and finds him unfit
for the job. The criterion is not
what he could do for a given group
of freshmen, but rather what the
selection committee of him. Then
the door is slammed on his toes.
The choices have been made and
the list is up. There were a lot
of good men who applied for the
position of Junior Advisor, but,
in fact, every man in the class Is
decent and competent enough to
be an advisor. However some of
the most competent and finest
men were kicked In the stomach
by Heath's committee. While they
awaited the selections, they were
unaware that they were the dupes
of dirty-dealing and a duplicity
of double standards.
It is good that the Dean Is now
going to change the J.A. selection
system, but it is unfortunate that
this is happening after the damage has been done. If he could remove as criteria for selection the
preconceived biases of- an applicant's peers which are used
as the reasons for rejection and
the affirmation of good character
used as the basis for acceptance
of a potential J.A., then an equitable system of selection will have
been devised. I think that by limiting the number of those involved
in deciding who Is to become an
advisor the fallibility of human
judgment is lessened, and if error is made, the blame can be
properly affixed.

What about salt
in beer?
We have nothing against salt.
On radishes. Or french fries.
But not in beer.
Putting salt in your beer,
some say, perks up the head
. . . or livens up the taste . . . or makes
the beer "drier." With Budweiser,
though, all salt can do is make it salty.
Budweiser is complete . . . a ready-todrink beer if there ever was one.
Wonderful clarity. Real beer aroma. A
taste and a smoothness we know of in
no other beer.
So save the salt for the popcorn. We.
put heart, soul and our exclusive
Beechwood Ageing into "Budweiser. All
you need to enjoy it is a glass . . . and
a taste for the real thing.

In Loco Preventis: P a r t III
by Alan H. Kramer
There Is one basic question that
must eventually be asked in any
discussion of the"lnlocoparentis"
system In its application to Trinity;
are the students of the College
capable of offering and supporting
an adequate alternative system that
will prevent degeneration into social chaos? The unfortunate thing
Is that this question is and must
remain moot as long as the students are not granted the opportunity to demonstrate their ability
to accept such responsibility. I
feel, however, that there Is ample
evidence that they are capable of
responding to this challenge. The
basis for this contention lies in
the
experience of the most
recently-adopted drinking regulations. The flexibility of enforcement at present, In contrast to
conditions in the past, places a
great deal of responsibility upon
the individual to exercise restraint
and to determine reasonable limits
of social propriety. There have,
needless to say, been lapses, but
by and large the students of this
College have shown themselves to
be capable of sustaining an atmos-

phere of moderation and social
cooperation. There is no reason
to suspect that they would be less
trustworthy in regard to other
areas of their social life, parietal
regulation being the main consideration.
On that assumption I propose
the adoption of a major change in
the conception of social restrictions at this college and a completely new system for instituting
and enforcing parietal regulations.
Any arbitrary parietal hours as
now existent shall be eliminated.
Each rooming section (that under
the jurisdiction of a Junior Adviser
or a Fraternity President) shall
meet as a body and determine any
set of restrictions the members
deem desirable. They may vote
to set up, specific hours at which
times girls may be in the rooms,
or they may leave an open system.
In either case, the members of
that living section, under the leadership of the JA or the Fraternity President, are responsible for
any enforcement necessary, and
violations shall be treated as under
the present system. As long as
an Individual follows these regulations and does not disturb the
other individuals In his section,

If you're a'67 Grad.

• •

YOU'VE GOT A DATE
Mon., March 13

with the Man from Dow
If you really want to do something/ be somebody
and use your ability, you won't risk
missing this one.
Regardless of your field — Chemical, Mechanical, Industrial, Electrical or
other disciplines of Engineering, Chemistry, Marketing, Business Administration, Liberal Arts ^ - if you like doing and accomplishing, chances are there's
a unique spot for you in our diversified research, development, manufacturing,
marketing or related areas.

This is ONE DATE you'll want to make - and KEEP!
Contact your Placement Office today.
If you can't see the Man from Dow,
contact: Director of Corporate Recruiting

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
P.O. Box 628

Midland, Michigan 48640

Locations in nearly every state in the country and throughout
the entire free world, with major manufacturing locationsin;
California • Colorado • Illinois • Indiana • Louisiana • Ohio•• Michigan -Texas
An equaf opportunity employer

DOW
Budweisem
KING OF BEERS • ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS
NEWARK • 1.0S ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

his behavior is entirely his own
business. As with the drinking
regulations, if irresponsible behavior on the part of the student
or his date disturbs the others
present, that student Is subject to
punishment by the Medusa, which
shall be ultimately responsible for
the functioning of the entire system.
What this system accomplishes
is to completely change the nature
of the present enforcement from
one based upon externally determined regulations to one formulated Internally, necessitatingboth
collective and individual responsibility. In addition, this new structure includes the flexibility and
concern for the prerogatives of
the individual which are lacking in
the present system. The means of
enforcement is adequately provided through the JAs, the Fraternity Presidents, and the Medusa;
the privacy and welfare of the other
students .in the living area are
given primary consideration, all
decisions being made by the Individuals most directly involved;
and
the individual student is
granted the privileges hedeserves
as a mature and responsible member of the College community.
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(Continued from Page 6)
self should be the criterion which
will dictate the way in which you
vote this afternoon; the fact that
Dr. Jacobs will soon retire should
have no influence upon your vote.
If you are not in favor of the
plan, but vote for it because the
president is leaving next year,
you are doing a disservice to other
faculty members, the students,
and, most of all, Dr. Jacobs.
Richard Holoff '68

"Flying Above"
To the Editor:
As one who has been "flying
high" often enough to be able
to reckon altitude with some accuracy, I was a bit dismayed at
the seeming unconcern of Dean
Heath's letter in last week's TRIPOD. Often it is only by flying
above the Establishment that one
can discern the entire layout, and
I suspect that the Dean, from his
perspective, has a different view of
the regulations of this College
than I do.
I am well aware of the Darien
case and its ramifications, living
only ten miles from the town, and
I fully agree with the Dean that
this incident proved that Trinity
has not the right to grant to its
students the privilege of drinking.
The point I was trying to make
in my column; however,. was that
the College would have this right,
if only its cherished "in loco parentis" status were valid.
Parental status is strictly a legal
consideration - - a married couple
who adopt a child have the same
status under the law as do natural parents. And any condition of
legal parenthood entails certain
responsibilities - and privileges,
among which is the right to make
llSHjor available to a child beKpf%.egal age within the confines
of (he family's living quarters (not
necessarily "in the physical presence of a parent" ).
If this College truly functioned
" in the place of the parent" (as
it does in its right to grant per-

mission for emergency surgery "
if the natural parents cannot be
reached) then it too could legally
grant this privilege to its dependents, namely the students, within
the confines of the Trinity campus. But by all legal council the
College has consulted, itdoesNOT
have this right. This leads me to
believe that the present "in loco
parentis" system is not a legal
but a personal and unilaterallyinvoked doctrine. On this basis, I
strongly doubt that it is as inviolable a part of the structure
of this College as the administration would have the students
believe.
Perhaps I am flying high again,
but it seems to me that any policy
of this College must be legally
consistent if it is to be valid.
The application of the "in loco
parentis" doctrine is an obstacle
to the development of individual
student responsibility, and, if it
is in truth without legal basis, it
should follow other forms of paternalism into extinction.

running into the shower rooms at
all hours.
The second area of balderdash
concerns basic requirements. If
anything, they should be stiffened.
Already certain loopholes defeat
their purpose. Too many students
leave Trinity without any exposure
to the fine arts of music because
they took an advanced language
course. And- if anything is required, it should be that humanities majors take MORE math/
science courses, not less. Otherwise the Trin man may be forever delegated to inferiority in
a growing scientific world— a
world which needs cultural guidance if it is not to fall into
Technocracy.
At a time when
specialization is drawing the "two
cultures" even farther apart, the
college lias a duty to society.
It would be a mistake to become
even more lax at a time when a
true liberal education must be
more demanding,
. We are told AD NAUSEAM about
the cruelty of the math requirement. But my personal obserAlan H. Kramer '6'8 vation has been that those who
flunked twice were just not
studying. I feel I betray no
friendships when I point out the
To The Editor:
hard fact that, whether from laziThere is a lot of unmitigated
balderdash being tossed around
campus by the exponents of" improvement." I just want to put
WHS fypdj farm g
it on the record that there is someone who disagrees.
.etui th@s®»
The first area of misguided
rhetoric is that concerning parFAS? SERVICE
ietal hours. Some would have us
believe that the only thing at stake
is the great cause of personal
freedom vs. antiquated puritan tyranny. Has Mr. Kramer ever spent
a Saturday night counting the minutes until 1:15 so that he could
return to his room without interrupting a hot make? Has he
ever tried to sleep while the party
next door blasts past midnight?
There is something else at stake
here besides morality—common
courtesy. If it weren't for the
hours no one would get to sleep
before 4:00. Then too, it would
be nice to have little dormitory
privacy without shrieking females

"Balderdash"

(Continued on Page. 10)
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ness, disinterest, or the fact that
they were engaged in too many
outside activities, they got what
they deserved. There is something wrong with anyone of high
enough intellectual calibre to be
admitted in the first place if he
can't even get two D-minuses. And
for the one or two true exceptions
to the rule, waiving of the requirements has not been unknown.
While several of Dr. Jacob's
proposals in response to the cries
for amelioration of some of the
inequities of the present system
are excellent, the particular proposal to exempt from basic requirements fifty freshmen seems
unrealistic. Who could have told
freshmen week which members of

(Continued from Page 1)
service to the forestry and conserrvaflon fields^ centering most of
his time on projects involvlngtree
farms, state parks, and other conservation areas throughout the
country. He was a senior member
of the Society of American Foresters, the National Audubon Society,
and the Museum of Natural History
in New York City.
Goodwin's interest in the arts
has been no less vigorous and
successful. Many trips to Europe
with his wife were responsible, in
part at least, for a refined and
elegant taste. His interest In the
arts and drama abounded, and as a
trustee of the College he continually demanded academic excel-'
lence. In addition to his interests
in the college and in the Wadsworth
Atheneum, he was instrumental in
the development of the Hartford
Symphony and the Hartford Conservatory of Music.

AWFUL AWFUL

on the newest, swingingest fare intheair!
Mohawk's "Weekends Unlimited!"
Fly anywhere Mohawk flies. Be a gypsy! Visit a host of Mohawk's seventy
cities in 10 states—all in one weekend. Remember, Mohawk's new swingin'
fare is good not only roundtrip but on as many flights over the weekend as you
can book.

pick pur cities! pick a weekend!
here's how to take off:

~~-......

NO TWO OF THEM WERE ALIKE
We hired 25 Administrative Trainees in 1966. They
weren't carbon copies.
They went to different colleges, majored in different
subjects, came from different environments, liked different things.
They did have the common traits we were looking for
though: intelligence, creativity, and maturity
Like the people, the jobs we offered through the 1966
Connecticut Administrative Trainee Program were distinctly different from one another. Their common groum!
was their purpose: the development of future administrators in fields such as:
BUDGETING
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INSURANCE
PERSONNEL FORESTRY"
LABOR
WELFARE
PURCHASING
HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION
ACCOUNTING
This year we offer YOU jobs in these areas through
the 1966 Administrative Trainee Program. One of them
will be djfferent enough to satisfy you. Annual salary
for those with a Bachelor's degree is $6240; $6720 for
those with a Master's.
For details make an appointment at your placement
office to see our representative ON CAMPUS Monday,
March 13, 1967.

2.
X
4.
5*

Pick your weekend.* Fare applies from 6 a.m. Saturday to 6 p.m. Sunday.
Phone Mohawk reservations or see your travel agent.
Ask for positive space reservations on the scheduled flights of your
choice. (Not including"Toronto.) All for $25 a person plus federal tax.
Reservations must be made on the Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday preceding your departure and the first leg of your journey must begin on
Saturday.
Check the cities served by Mohawk from your city and TAKE OFF!
New York CityBoston

Philadelphia
Washington, D.C.
Pittsburgh

Cleveland
Detroit
Niagara Falls
Erie
Buffalo

Utica
Glens Falls
Rutland
Burlington
Pittsburgh

Massena
Watortown
Ogdensburg
Westchestcr
Lake placid

Rochester
Jamestown
Olean
Elmira
Corning

Ithaca
Blnghamton
PoUEhkeapsia
Hartford
Worcester

Schenectady
Albany

'Good any weekend of the year except Easter.

MOHAWK

"WEEKENDS UNLIMITED!

Mohawk'i 227 Vi)t« prop Jet, Built by Fairchi.id Hitler

Mohawk's One-Eleven Fan Jet, Built by British'Aircraft Corporation
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Campus Notes

Placement
Some of our Directors of the
TUESDAY, MARCH 7
Parents Association have volunThe Bristol Co.
teered to try to help Trinity unHotel Corp. of America
Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry dergraduates obtain summer employment. The fields in which they
Dock Co.
hope to find openings are as folFriendly Ice Cream Corp.
lows: Merchandising, Sales, Banking, Investment Firms, EngineerWEDNESDAY, MARCH 8
ing, Law, Hospitals, and some
Allied Chemical & Dye Corp.
miscellaneous Industrial firms.
Avis Rent-A-Car
Good Humor Corp.
(Summer Program)
United Aircraft Corp. Research
Laboratories
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston WASHINGTON ROOM
9:00-9:30
Bernle & The CavTHURSDAY. MARCH 9
aliers
North American Aviation Corp. 9:35-10:15 Jr. Walker & TheAll
Worcester County National Bank
Stars
Connecticut General Life Insur- 10:20-11:00 Gary U.S. Bonds
ance Co, (Summer Program) 11:05-11:25 Bernie & The Cavaliers
11:30-12:10 Jr. Walker & TheAll
FRIDAY, MARCH 10
Stars
Lee ming/Pacquin
12:15-12:55 Gary U.S. Bonds
(Summer Program)
Connecticut Bank & Trust Co.
Rohm & Haas Co.
Anaconda Metal Hose
Glastonbury Public Schools
General Flreprooflng Company

JP Weekend

MONDAY. MARCH 13
University of Chicago Law School
Dow Chemical Co.
Hartford Insurance Group
New York Life Insurance Co.
(for Actuarial Dept.)
Norton Co.
State of Connecticut
Peace Corps
TUESDAY, MARCH 14
American Oil Corp.
Grlnnell Corp,
Ortho Corp.
S.D. Warren Co.
Woodbury Public Schools
Peace Corps

iohnspn

v.

^

& GrmndaH
Auto B*»dy Repair
Quality workmanship
of a'nmonabk pric«.
flaw 47 Main St.
CallSij-9072

P.O.M.
GRINDER &;PIZZA SHOP
'.'The brand new pizza
&op of the corner of
Hew Britain and Rt«ad"
FEATURING:
Horn* style Italian Pizza
{Made thickorthinta order)
Special JUMBO Grinders
527-9088
Delivery Service

Hilton Hotel
Barber Shop
5 Barter*, 1 Bwberetts
The Modem Barber
Shop for Modern Men
Mwagtr ha» attended

Hall Styling Conference
- in Paris

Alts I?
ifFard&Ptarl
247-8386

explained, was the difficulty of
PKA Speaker
The Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity arranging for the ambassadors
is honoring Mrs. Ella T. Grasso, during Lent.
Secretary of the State of Connect- Philosophy Club
icut" tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the
Dr. Drew Hyland of the UniWashington Room of Mather Hall.
The speech Is open to students versity of Toronto will deliver
a lecture for the Philosophy Club
and public.
this Friday afternoon (March 10)
Books for Asia
at 4:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge.
The International Students Org- The lecture, entitled "Why diaanization Is currently launching a loges?" will be an Inquiry into
"Books for Asia" project in r e - the dialoges of Flato.
sponse to a plea from the Asia
Foundation. Collection of any Jesters
donations will be made from
March 8 to March 30.
"Three Men on a Horse" will be
performed at 8:15 p.m. on ThursEmbassy
day, Friday and Saturday and at
The Annual College Embassy 2:30 p.m. on Sunday afternoon.
Program has been set for WedAll performances will be given in
nesday, April 19th,- instead of the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
March 8th as announced in the Arts Center. Tickets will be on
Chapel and College calendars. sale in the Mather Hall foyer during
The reason for the change by lunchtime and at the Austin Arts
the Chapel Cabinet, Chaplain Tull Center anytime.

(Continued from Page 9)
the class would deserve such treatment?
Trinity is in a unique position
to provide leaders whose quality
education will enable them to tackle
the problems , of the future. If
the basic requirement concept is
not strengthened, Trinity men will
be neither educated nor leaders,
Donald M. Bishop '67

Day-After
Tired of that "day-after" attitude on the campus each Sunday? Why not wow your little
honey with your spirit, creativity, and aquatic prowess?
Why not spend next Sunday
with your date in Throwbridge
Pool?
It's open each Sunday (Saturdays too) from 2;00 o'clock
till 5:30 o'clock for mixed
swimming. Bathing suits are
suggested.

Opportunities at Anaconda

in mining and metallurgy here and abroad, at Anaconda American Brass Co.,
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., and Anaconda Aluminum Co.
can't survive in the acid environment.
This pleasant little side trip was by no
means unrelated to the regular work of
the Anaconda research teams. They are
concerned with everything that happens to copper metals—and all the combinations of useful properties they can
supply. They work on new finishes for
copper metals and on industrial corrosion problems. They develop new
alloys to meet new needs. They pursue
pure research.
Anaconda's research and development
are key factors in expanding copper's
role in a rapidly advancing technology.
It is opening* new opportunities for college graduates at Anaconda American
Brass in all fields of engineering, in
business administration and sales.

Looking inside
the earth for metals
The legendary prospector trudging on
foot through the wilderness scours the
surface of the earth-with luck gets a
hint of treasure inside through an outcropping of ore. But riot all ore bodies
come near the surface. And pressures
to find more metals for the needs of
^rowing populations are so great we
can't wait for infrequent bonanzas.
Modern mineral exploration must have
'eyes" that see under the earth's surface. Anaconda's program is based on
an ever greater understanding of the
distribution of elements in the earth's
crust and the processes by which they
are concentrated into ore deposits.
Geology and geological research are
thus "eyes" that help outline broad
areas of potential mineralization.
Gradually, the search is narrowed to
smaller target areas through scientific
application of geological, geophysical,
geochemical techniques and other tools
that are additional "eyes" for modern
prospecting.
Then these target areas must be tested
and evaluated in the light of experience
and the critical and significant features
commonly associated with ore-forming
processes. The three-dimensional geological model shown below was prepared to help Anaconda geologists look
under the earth's crust at a later stage
in this process of evaluation.
Anaconda is a pioneer in the application of geology to mining and exploration. And it is intensifying and enlarging its program of laboratory and field
research at geological headquarters
throughout the hemisphere. This opens
broad new Job opportunities in all
areas of earth sciences for geophysicists, geochemists, geological engineers,
chemical engineers, physicists, and
metallurgists.

Anaconda settles an
old argument
The Statue of Liberty is one of the finest examples of natural patina in the
world. And for years experts have
argued whether this patina is basic copper sulfate or basic copper carbonate.
Some felt there should also be a good
percentage of chloride salts because of
the salty atmosphere whipped up by
the winds from the bay.
Anaconda spoiled all the fun by offering to get the answer. With the permission of the statue's custodians, metallurgists from the Research and Technical Center of Anaconda American
Brass obtained adequate samples and
made an extensive analysis.
The talents and skills of technically qualified men and women
w i l l a l w a y s be n e e d e d by
Anaconda in important positions
in exploration, mining, extractive metallurgy, manufacturing,
scientific research, sales and administration.
If^ you "wish more information,
see the Anaconda representative
who will be on the campus

Cable to feed our growing,
power-hungry cities
Our big cities keep getting bigger. They
need much more electric power every
year, in big concentrated chunks of
load. And generator output must be
carried at high voltage to these new
load centers.
You can't string the transmission lines
down such places as Broadway, or
across 42nd St. So you dig-carry the
power in the already crowded space
under busy city streets.
Anaconda, anticipating this need, built
the best equipped high-voltage research
laboratory in the cable business (see
below)—and used it to develop the
345,000-volt cable now actually in use.
And now, Anaconda Wire & Cable Co.
is busy working on plans to satisfy
power needs of tomorrow's cities.
Anaconda produces wire and cable not
only for the utility industry, but also
for modern communication systems,

March 10, 1967
Results of X-ray diffraction, semimicro chemical, and wet chemical processes proved a predominance of copper sulfate. This is easily explained by
the high estimate tonnage of sulfurbearing acids produced in New York's
atmosphere every d'ay-and by the difference between the free energies of
formation of copper chloride and copper sulfate.
Basic copper chloride content was less
than five per cent. And basic carbonates are virtually absent because they

telephone and CATV; and for countless applications in building and industry. Constant engineering investigation
at the Company's four research centers
is opening new frontiers of knowledge
in wire and cable technology—new opportunities for engineering graduates.
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Swimmers Swamped 59-36
In Championship Warm-Up
All-American swimmers Duff
Tyler and Bill Bacon will lead
the Trinity squad in an attempt
to regain two gold medals and capture several others at the 48th
Annual New England Intercollegiate Swimming Championships this
weekend. The three day event will
take place at Southern Connecticut
University.
Tyler, the squad's retiring captain, not only won the 5 00-yard
freestyle in record time last year
but flew to Illinois and broke his
own mark in winning the NCAA
final in 5:04.
Bill Bacon earned his All-America with a 55.7 finish at the
NCAA's in the 100-yard backStroke. Bacon's winning time of
55.0 in the New England Championships also sets a mark.
Both West Hartford swimmers
will defend their national crowns
next week in the NCAA Finals
at City of Commerce, California.
Coach Robert Slaughter's other
entries should include a freestyle
relay team of Bacon, Tyler, Ric
Hendee, and Mike Wright; mllers

Larry Ach and Bill Roth, breaststrokers; John Shumate and Howard Shaeffer; and Wright in the
freestyle sprints.
The Blue and Gold finished sixth
last season while Williams took
the New England trophy.
Slipping as expected against
Wesleyan last Friday, the Varsity
swimmers forged to a season dual
meet record of 4 and 6.
John Shumate's 2:35.9 victory
clocking in the 200-yard breaststroke was the biggest Bantam
moment in the 59-36 Cardiway
trouncing.
Shaeffer, ordinarily
Trinity's fastest, finished second
well ahead of Wesleyan's entries.
Bacon hustled to an Important
first in the 200-yard backstroke,
touching out Wesleyan's Ketcham
by a second in 2:10.5. Ketcham
is defending New England champion in the same event.
Then, Geoff Gallas churned to a
new pool record In the 200-yard
butterfly, splashing in at 2:08.7
for the New Middletown mark.
Wes finished with a 5 and 5 record while Amherst sank Williams

MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE

•*£-

to take the Little Three crown.
Yet much improved Bowdoin clobbered all four schools.
Twelve other teams will join
these squads in the Championships next weekend.

.'N-

^
T R I N I T Y T ALL-AMERICANS,
Duff Tyler (upper right) and
Bill Bacon (above) warm-up
for the Nationals' with dual
meet victories.

J

DattettteMsn • Catering
TO M X . OCCASIONS

M O T E L
NEWINtTON,

Seme
Days a Wmk

! - „ _.

'..„>•

As soon as you f«t your Arta call fH«

Just Over The Rocks
MS SEton SttMft

Squash Drops
Initial
Round
Although losing all their first

*:::»^i

round matches, the four Bantam
raquetmen who represented Trinity in the Inter-collegiate Squash
Raquets Association championship
tournament were still able to muster five points in the competition.
After two days of the tournament
Trinity was in a three-way tie
for tenth place.
Traveling to Wesleyan on Friday sporting a 2-11 season record, squashmen Steve Grlggs, Mai
Hayward, and Captain Ted Hutton
all suffered first round defeats
while Dave Craver received a bye
before falling prey to the number three man from Amherst. In
the consolation round Hayward and
Griggs both received byes then
lost to the number two man from
Princeton and the number one man
from Dartmouth respectively.
Craver was defeated in his match
while Captain Hutton won the Bantam's sole match with a victory
in the consolation round before he
was defeated. Thus all the Bantam
raquetmen were eliminated from
the competition.

First
Choice
Of The
Engageables

CONNECTICUT

Catering To T V Trinity Man
coil 666-3301

527-9644

NOTICE!

THE COMBINED SEATIHfl OF THE RIVOLi AND THE
WEBSTER THEATRE IS 1400 SEATS. THIS MEANS
THAT WITH 4 PERFORMANCES ONLY 6600 PEOPLE
IN THE ENTIRE STATE WILL BET TO SEE "ULYSSES".

THE WALTER REAPER/JOSEPH STRICK PRODUCTION
R E G I S T E R E D

D IA M O N D

R I N G S

They like the smart styling and
the guaranteed perfect center
diamond . . . a brilliant gem
of fine color and modern
cut. The name, Keepsake,
in your ring assures lifetime
satisfaction. Select yours at
your Keepsake Jeweler's store.
He's in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers."

JOYCE'S

THE MOST IMPORTANT NOVEL
OF THE 2OTH CENTURY NOW COMES
TO THE SCREEN WITH ALL ITS FRANK,
BOLD, SEARING INSIGHT INTO THE
HEART AND MIND OF MAN.
Admittance will be deniedtoall under 18 years of age.
PKICES f « » « S10O. TO SIOOO. «I»«S CHLMCte TO SKOW tUVIT Of
DETAIL. ®TB»BE-»aH« m « . I . H. tOHO COMPAnv. INC., £SIABU!HtD 1113.

3 DAYS ONLY
MARCH 14,15,10
;

W$,0A ORDERS NOW—-.—«—
AT 2 THIATIRS

RiyQ.M."
I75S PARK ST., HARTFORD

WEBSTER.'
41 WEBSTER ST., HARTFORD
PLEASE DESIGNATE THE
THEATER OF YOUR CHOICE
SEATS ALSO O N SALS
NOW AT BOX OFFICES

,... ALL SEATS RISERVIOr-——*
USE THIS COUPON

% DAYS ONLY f
8ARCH1W6I

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

Name

PRICES;
|VES.-8:30R».

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

Address
ADDRESS.

NO.

ftetraTft

City
at $..

,TOTAl

I MATINEE D/BVENINQO/DATE HEQUESTEI
"
tHTHCATD

Stale

-Zip.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202
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Trinity Places Second Behind M.LT.
In New England Fencing Competition
In what proved to be a long and
tens ion-packed day of fencing in
the Washington Room, the M.I.T.
representatives nosed out Trinity's duelers to win the 15th annual
New England Intercollegiate Team
fencing trophy.
This year eight colleges competed for the team honors as well
as individual first and second place
recognition in the different weapons. For the past eight years
Trinity and M.I.T. have vied for
the team trophy and each year the
final bouts of the day have determined the victor. While the
host team expected to come out
on top for the third straight year,
the Engineers proved too consistently strong in all weapons.
Individually, the Boston squad
had one man ranking in the top
two places in each weapon. In
foil M.I.T.'s BurtonRothberg gained top honors with a 12-2 record
while Trinity's Mike Loberg was
runner up at 11-3. Charles Zucker of the Engineers was third, and

the Bantam's Rod Wood (10-4)'
came in fourth.
Epee man William Stephen from
M.I.T. was the best in his weapon for the day, while Fairfield's
Russel Panczenko and Trln's Ken
Button (10-4) ranked second and
third respectively. Mike McClean
(9-5) took the number four position for the Bantams.
Brandeis's Rich Conn had the
best record for the meet (13-1)
as he copped the first position in
Sabre beating out Francis Carrol
from M.LT. and Tom Spacek of
Holy Cross. Emtl Angelica took
the number four spot for Trin with
an 11-3 record, while. Bantam
captain Harry Wood was the only
Sabre man to defeat Cohn.
Throughout the day the Bantam's
and M.I.T. exchanged the team
lead several times as individual
bouts between the two teams were
of such importance that competition on the other five strips halted as all contestants awaited the
outcome.

Penalties, Language, Fight
Highlight Skaters9 Victory
by Late Smith
After suffering an embarrassing
10-2 defeat at Amherst on Wednesday, the Bantam stickmen played host to the Babson squad Saturday. After a few fights, penalties,
quick goals, and colorful language
from the Babson coach, the score
read 5-1 as the final whistle blew
in favor of Trinity.
Missing three valuable forwald for the first period and MacDonald for the whole game - Bantam coach Bill Berry was forced
to play a two-line offense and
use defensive strategy until the
squad was again at full strength.
However, this did not keep Frank
Stowell from powering in the first
goal for the Bantams about halfway through the first period.
Babson wanted victory badly as
they hoped to preserve a winning
season. Even with Barkhausen and
Marckwald back In the line-up
during the second period, the opponents held the hosts to a lone
goal by Marckwald while they scored one, making the score 2-1 in
favor of Trinity. This period witnessed shortening tempers on both
sides as penalties were more numerous and the Babson coach's outbursts grew more violent over the
"mistakes" of the referees.
Knowing that they had to play
their best hockey in order to check
Babson's third period drive, the

Bantams went on the ice determined to gain their seventh win
of the season against two losses.
The determination was shown immediately in Tony Bryant's hustle
and skill. It took no more than
four minutes for the Canadian
ace to score the coveted threegoal hat trick. The first tally came
soon in the period on a break
away from the blue line and a
deke in front of the goal. The
second- goal- came less" than' a.
minute later on a neat deflection
of Barkhausen's backhand shot
across the cage of Bryant's stick.
It was then a few minutes before
Tony made a wrist shot into the
corner of the cage for number'
three.
This feat marked the turning
point of the game. Tempers grew
shorter. A fight broke out with
about seven minutes left to play,
and Tony Bryant,, who recently
had scored three goals was sent
to cool off in the showers. As the
penalty box began to fill rapidly, the Babson pilot finally lost
all control and with a livid face
and a few choice words, he brow
beat the referees until he was
thrown out of the game. With one
minute left In the game, the continued presence and further reproachments of the expelled coach
forced the refs to call the game
with the Bantams emerging as 5-1
victors.

THE ALL NEW

WASHINGTON DINER, Inc
Newest and Finest in New England

ORANGE JUICE
i

Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast, Coffee

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee

$1.05
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
&.

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI
HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKENS
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH
§RO!L£D PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE

1.75
US
1.15
U5
1.40
2. !5

F O | 7S# MORE— SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
-.CHIPS SALAD AND.COFFEE SERVED WITH
flfS WASHimWM
STiteiT, IN1AR PARK

With both Epee and Sabre completed for the afternoon, the Engineers were ahead by four bouts
over the Bantams. For Trin to win
the day M.I.T. had to drop two
of their remaining matches and the

Bantam follers Wood and Loberg
had to finish the meet undefeated.
The task proved too much for the
hosts and they had to settle for
second best, and hopes for next
season.

Frosh Swimmers
Lose 51-44 to Wes
Swimming at Varsity distances
for the first time this year, the
Trinity Freshman swimming team
had their best meet of the year
Thursday before succumbing to
the Wesleyan Frosh 51-44. Wesleyan took the final freestyle relay to win.
The Trin frosh took the lead
with a ten-yard victory in the 400yard medley relay with the team of
John Hagaman, Phil Davis, Seth
Merriman, and Steve Smith. John
Ketcham set a new Wesleyan freshman record in the 200 freestyle
with a clocking of 1:55:4, as Pete
Brinkerhoff and John Chapin copped second and third in the 50free as Trin then led 15-10.

GOT'CHA- Rod Wood (right) picks up a touch against
Brandeis as his opponent's point misses the mark' in
Saturday's New England competition.

Merriman won the 200individual
medley with his best time of the
season while Dave Dietrichand Dan
Andrus took 1 and three respectively in the diving to stretch the
Trin lead to 26.-17. However, Wesleyan won the next four events
with John Ketcham taking the 200fly and the 200-back. Though cap. tain Phil Davis and John MacDonald took 1st and 3rd in the 200breaststroke to tie the score at
44-44, Wesleyan's free relay team
was too strong for the Bantams
who ended the season on a losing
note.

Lose at Buzzer

Bantam Five Succumb to-VofH9 Union
the Bantams. Trinity outplayed hit another jump shot to tie the
the favored Hartford team, but score at 74-74.. It looked like the
they
simply did not get any game would go into overtime.
The Trinity Cagers lost their
Fate, however was against the
"breaks."
last game of the season Thursday
night to a very deliberate Union
Overbeck had his best all-around Bantams. Palladino drove down the
team, 88-78. The defeat was also
night of the season scoring 35 court, shot after the buzzer, but
the fourth in a row for the Banpoints, but this was not quite was fouled (according to the referees). There was nothing else
tams.
•
enough.
Union combined the deliberate
Sam Elkin was given the unen- Trinity could do except watch Paloffense with an aggressive deviable task of covering Palladino, ladino calmly sink the foul shot.
fense. With five minutes gone in
who had been averaging 28 a game.
Trinity finished the season with
the game, Union held just a slim
Elkin's face-to-face coverage per- a disappointing 9-12 record. De5-4 lead. The Bantams tried to
mitted Palladino to score only 8 spite this record, Coach Shults
open the game up a little by
points in the first half. It also said that he was still quite proud
pressuring their opponents to force
looked like Stuhlman owned the of his players because "they nevtheir play with a full-court press.
boards as he picked off innumer- er gave up in any game."
The-team is going to lose only
At first the press was not very able offensive and defensive reeffective* but with the score 32- .'. bounds. Elkin's defense, Stuhl- two players this year, so there Is
man's rebounding, and Overbeck's great optimism for next season.
22, Trinity stole three passes,
forced Union into making many- shooting gave Trinity a 38-31 lead The two players are the team's
leaders, however, Captain Don Ovmistakes, and closed the gap to at the half.
The Bantams tired in the second erbeck and Mike Hickey. It will be
38-34 at intermission.
Seemingly quite inspired, Union half as Hartford gradually worked hard enough to replace their raw
came out after the ten minute into the lead. Overbeck kept hitting ability, but it will be even harder
clutch shots to keep Trinity close. to replace their dedication and
break and immediately outscored With
15 seconds to go Overbeck spirit.
Trinity 16-6. The Bantams were
never able to come closer than
six points after that, despite several desperate attempts. Don Overbeck and Mike Hickey were not
able to get off outside shots because of the tight Union defense.
While Trinity got at most one
shot at the basket, Union would
Pete DePre?; scored 49 points, the subs for the majority' of the
get off three or four due to their
excellent rebounding. Only Bob a freshman team record but this .first half, he found Trinity losGutzman was able to hit with any still was not enough as the Trin- ing 39-24 at the intermission. The
consistency. Overbeck led the Ban- ity Freshman lost to the Univer- Bantams rallied in the second half,
tam scoring, however, with 19 sity of Hartford on Tuesday night but the effort fell short when the
90-82. Then on Thursday night, boys became tired. For the most
points (9 for 9 from the foul the
team lost its final game of part, the game was quite dull both
line), Gutzman had 16, Hickey and the season to Union 70-65.
from the spectators and the playJim Stuhlman 11.
DePrez,
who averaged 27.7 ers point of view.
Last Tuesday, Joe Palladino points a game, hit on 22 of 29
The trinity Freshman finished
sank a foul shot after time had shots from every angle. The rest
run out to give the University - of the Baby Bantams could not the season with a 5-9 record.
of Hartford a 75-74 victory over pick up the pace, however, and With the fine/talent that the team
without the needed balanced of- had, It seems hard to believe thai
fense, Trinity could not keep up their record was so bad. Tner
with the hot Hartford team. Af- were, however, only two losing
ter a poor first half which found games
-which were not close,
the Bantams on the' short end of and the team won only one ciost
ABC PIZZA HOUSE
a 47-34 score, Trinity came back game the entire year.
.
to within four points mainly on
Improvement was very present,
Across from Trinity College
t
0
the strength of DePrez's shooting but the club could not play '
287 New Britain Ave.,
and the team's hustling defense. gether when the going got tough, anu
Hartford
But the squad was depending the reason for this is not certain.
Phone 247-0234
on DePrez too much. Three Hart- There is one optimistic note, howford men sagged on him forcing ever, and that is that Coach Shults
other members of the team to feels that there are several play"Call before you, leai)e
shoot. The other Bantams were ers who will really help the varthe Campus"
very cold and could not find the sity next year. Among these playMon.-Thu. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
range. Hartford pulled away again ers are DePrez, Gene Neweii.
Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m.-I a.m.
1
to put the game on ice,
the team's captain, and Dave Ja»
Sun. - 12 a.m.- 11 p.m.
Against Union, Coach Donolley kowski, the team's leadingrebountried a different strategy. Using der.
by Chuck Wright

Deprez Sets Frosh Record
In 90-82 Loss to Hartford

